Sashiko

Technical Data

Enjoy the luxury …

Type of machine
Number of needles
Number of threads
Stitches per minute
Stitch length

Sashiko, a Japanese embroidery tradition that emerged over a thousand years ago, is translated
as the „technique of little stabs“. This technique convinces through creative simplicity and
timeless design. Japanese children already learn Sashiko in kindergarten. They use needles and
threads to embroider small templates, resulting in fanciful patterns. Thanks to the immense
diversity of variants, this technique retains its fascination, even for older generations.
The patented baby lock Sashiko imitates the popular hand stitching and makes quilters‘
and patchworkers‘ hearts beat faster. It sews with a single thread that is guided in and out
automatically to produce the characteristic stitch pattern. You can vary the stitch length and
stitch spacing continuously between 2 mm and 5 mm to give your sewing and quilting projects
this individual touch.
Hand stitching is time-consuming and rarely leads to an even stitch pattern. The Sashiko
ensures you get the perfect result. You can try your hands at impressive and large-area patterns
which would take days or weeks without the help of a machine.
Both the powerful motor (120 Watt) and the 230 mm wide throat let you handle larger sewing
projects without difficulty. The machine also has controls to adapt to the material thickness
and change the presser foot pressure. Built-in LED lamps provide the best possible illumination
of the working area.
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Whether items of clothing, home accessories or quilts and patchwork art, the babylock Sashiko
gives additional charm to any of your favourite pieces.
Function key for
high/low needle position

baby lock Campus
Tips & tricks for your creative hobby …
Download our instructions for free.
www.babylock.co.uk/campus

Presser foot pressure and material thickness

Built-in thread cutter

4 years warranty

2 years statutory warranty plus
2 years baby lock extended warranty
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Stitching examples

